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The target power load profiles for L-mode Ohmic Single-Null divertor plasmas during recent

detachment studies in the TCV tokamak are characterised by means of the Infrared Thermogra-

phy system [2]. Detachment of the outer strike point (OSP) is achieved by ramping either (i) the

line-averaged electron density 〈ne〉 (by increasing D injection rate) or (ii) the rate of N2 injection

into the private-flux-region. In all cases the inner strike point (ISP) remains attached. Standard

parameterisation [3] of the attached target heat flux profiles reveals changes of the SOL width

λq, divertor spreading S and integrated power Pin and Pout . In attached conditions at the OSP,

the integrated power drops and the divertor spreading increases for both (i) and (ii), while the

SOL width increases steadily for (i) and stays constant for (ii). After the onset of OSP detach-

ment, indicated by the roll-over of total ion flux from Langmuir Probes, the integrated power

continues decreasing with similar rate and the shape of the heat flux profile becomes more com-

plicated, with irregular patterns near the peak. At the ISP, when the OSP is still attached, a pure

cross-field spreading of the heat flux in the divertor takes place, with rising S but fixed λq and

integrated power Pin/Pohm. The onset of OSP detachment coincides with a very fast drop of the

ISP peak power load, a small broadening of λq and a decrease of the ISP integrated power. The

volumetric SOL power loss fraction fP = 1−Pdiv/PSOL, with PSOL = Pohm−Pcore
rad −dW/dt and

Pdiv being the total power on the targets, is found to be a strong positive function of both 〈ne〉

and N2 injection rate. The dependence of fP on 〈ne〉 becomes stronger with the onset of detach-

ment but it saturates for slightly higher densities. On the contrary, fP increases linearly with

N2 seeding rate up to plasma disruption, without visible saturation. Divertor geometry modi-

fications are found to affect the maximum achieved fP, which is larger either for smaller flux

expansion or larger target radius.
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